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The Mozambique Channel and the regIOn south of Madagascar are dominated by high 
variability of the oceanic flow due to the ubiquitous presence of mesoscale eddies. The 
bottom topography of this region has several shallow ridges. 
The water flowing through the Mozambique Channel propagates southwards predominantly 
as a train of anti-cyclonic eddies, moving towards the Agulhas Current. South of Madagascar, 
dipolar vortices regularly propagate in a south-westward direction. Their deep extent favours 
interaction with the shallow bathymetry ofthe Davie, Mozambique and Madagascar Ridges. 
The role ofthe Madagascar Ridge on the mesoscale circulation is investigated using altimetric 
observations and model simulations. Two different simulations have been performed: One 
with no modification of the Madagascar Ridge, the other with the upper 4000 meters of the 
ridge removed. These simulations suggest that the absence of the Madagascar Ridge results in 
less retroflection of the East Madagascar Current, and an increase in the mean SSH and its 
variability in the Agulhas Current region. Such increased variability is associated with eddy 
intensification and increased strength of the Agulhas Current. 
Another objective of this study was to investigate the trajectories taken by eddies across the 
Mozambique Ridge, in order to determine whether they have a preferred pathway through 
deep fractures across the ridge. Of a total of twenty anti-cyclonic eddies from the 
Mozambique Channel not a single one passed through a gateway in the ridge. By contrast, of 
twenty anti-cyclonic eddies originating from the south of Madagascar, 55 percent passed 
through a gap in the ridge between 28.5°S - 36.4 °E. The pathways taken by cyclonic eddies 
through the ridge were not statistically significant. Changes on the surface expression of eddy 
kinetic energy relative to the depth of the sea floor topography during the propagation of 
these eddies were investigated. No consistent trend is found in the Mozambique Channel, 
whereas to the south of Madagascar both the cyclonic and the anti-cyclonic eddies show a 
decreasing profile in the eddy kinetic energy during their propagation. 
The interaction between eddies and the Agulhas Current was also investigated. The 
simulation shows that strong eddies from both the Mozambique Channel and south of 
Madagascar, interact with the Agulhas Current at about 33°S, enhancing the Agulhas 
Current's speed over the full depth of the current. Any instability so generated may give rise 
to the formation of Natal Pulses on the Agulhas Current, as previous studies have already 
suggested. 
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Figure 1.2 - A schematic representation of the ocean circulation in the South-West Indian 
Ocean. In the figure the black circular features represent the rotating masses of water known 
as eddies. The clockwise rotations portray cyclonic eddies and the anti-clockwise portray 
anti-cyclonic eddies. Black arrows represent the oceanic currents. The gray shaded areas 
represent the bathymetric features with less than 1000 m depth. The numbers represent the 
depths of the bathymetric contours, intervals in kilometers. The broken line is a representation 
of the Subtropical Convergence [after Lutjeharms, 2006]. 
Figure 1.3 - A one day composite of thermal infrared imagery, obtained from the NOAA -17 
and NOAA -18 satellites. The Agulhas Current is represented by the continuous red-dark 
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cyclonic movement in green colour is evident between Durban and Port Elizabeth. 
Figure 1.4 - The bathymetry of the South-West Indian Ocean. The shallow bathymetry rises 
to 2000 m at the Mozambique and Madagascar Ridges, with depths exceeding 5000 m 
characterizing the abyssal plains [dark-blue colour]. The colour bar gives the varying depth of 
this region with isobaths contouring spaced at 2000 m intervals. Bathymetric data have been 
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[Sandwell and Smith, 1997]. 
Figure 2.1 - Portrayal of the old concept about the ocean circulation in the Mozambique 
Channel and around Madagascar. The final destination of the southern branch of the East 
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lines, meaning an issue not well known. The dotted line to the north 12°S of the Mozambique 
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bathymetric contours are in 1000 m intervals, and the solid arrows stand for the oceanic 
currents with their description labelled in it [after DiMarco et al., 2002]. 
Figure 2.2 - Mozambique Ridge. The colours represent the depths of the ocean and the 











Figure 2.3 - Madagascar Ridge. The colours represent the depth of the ocean, and the 
contours are the isobaths with 1000 m intervals. 
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the isobaths with 1000 m intervals. 
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Figure 4.3.2 - ETOP02 configuration with removal of the Madagascar Ridge [Case 2]. The 
colours represent the depths of the ocean with contours in meters. 
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Figure 5.3.1 - Track of anti-cyclonic eddy2. The red line represents the pathway and the 
black lines are the bathymetric contours in 1000 m intervals. 
Figure 5.3.1.1 - The upper panel shows the changes in sea surface height [red line] with the 
bathymetry [blue line] and the lower panel shows the change of the eddy kinetic energy with 
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with the bathymetric profile [blue line] on both panels during the course of propagation of 
anti-cyclonic eddy6. 
Figure 5.3.2.5 - Track of anti-cyclonic eddy7. The red line represents the pathway and the 
black lines are the bathymetric contours in 1000 m intervals. 
Figure 5.3.2.6 - The upper panel shows the variation of the sea surface height profile [red 
line] and the lower panel shows the variation of the eddy kinetic energy profile [red line], 











Figure 5.3.2.7 - Track of anti-cyclonic eddy9. The red line represents the pathway and the 
black lines are the bathymetric contours in 1000 m intervals. 
Figure 5.3.2.8 - The upper panel shows the variation of the sea surface height [red line] and 
the lower panel shows the variation of the eddy kinetic energy [red line] with the bathymetric 
profile [blue line] on both panels during the course of propagation of anti-cyclonic eddy9. 
Figure 5.3.2.9 - Track of anti-cyclonic eddy16. The red line represents the pathway and the 
black lines are the bathymetric contours in 1000 m intervals. 
Figure 5.3.2.10 - The upper panel shows the variation of the sea surface height [red line] and 
the lower panel shows the variation of the eddy kinetic energy [red line] with the bathymetric 
profile [blue line] on both panels during the course of propagation of anti-cyclonic eddy16. 
Figure 5.3.3.1 - Track of cyclonic eddyS. The blue line represents the pathway and the black 
lines are the bathymetric contours in 1000 m intervals. 
Figure 5.3.3.2 - The upper panel shows the variation of the sea surface height [red line] and 
the lower panel shows the variation of the eddy kinetic energy profile [red line], with the 
bathymetric profile [blue line] on both panels during the course of propagation of cyclonic 
eddyS. 
Figure 5.3.3.3 - Track of cyclonic eddy7. The blue line represents the pathway and the black 
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Figure 5.3.3.5 - Track of cyclonic eddylO. The blue line represents the pathway and the 
black lines are the bathymetric contours in 1000 m intervals. 
Figure 5.3.3.6 - The upper panel shows the variation of the sea surface height [red line] and 
the lower panel shows the variation of the eddy kinetic energy [red line] with the bathymetric 











Figure 5.3.3.7 - Track of cyclonic eddyl1. The blue line represents the pathway and the 
black lines are the bathymetric contours in 1000 m intervals. 
Figure 5.3.3.8 - upper panel shows the variation of the sea surface height [red line] and the 
lower panel shows the variation of the eddy kinetic energy [red line] with the bathymetric 
profile [blue line] on both panels during the course of propagation of cyclonic eddy 11. 
Figure 5.4.1 - Portrayal of the SST rC] for the month of January of the model year 3. The 
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Figure 5.4.3 - Portrayal of the SST [0C] for the month of March of the model year 3. The 
arrows indicate the position occupied by a mesoscale feature similar to a Natal Pulse. Note 
the offshore anti-cyclonic eddy with which this perturbation is associated. 
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be compared to that in Figure 5.4.1. 
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Figure 5.4.7 - Oku-Weiss [S-2] at 33°S for the month of January, model year3. The negative 
values represent the rotation and the positives the deformation of the flow. This sequence may 
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The influence of ocean ridges on the circulation to the south of the Mozambique Channel and Madagascar 
1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 The ocean circulation in the South-West Indian Ocean 
The ocean circulation in the South-West Indian Ocean is influenced by the input of water 
masses from the South Equatorial Current. This current is one of the dominant features of the 
sub-gyre of the South Indian Ocean. The current derives from the northward flows of water 
from the subtropical gyre, inflow of water from Indonesian Seas and from the North Indian 
Ocean through the South-West Monsoon Current and Java Current [New et ai., 2007; Stramma 
and Lutjeharms, 1997]. The South Equatorial Current is shallow and flows in a westward 
direction, lying in a zonal band over the width of the tropical Indian Ocean. It is not a single 
broad current, rather it consist of several narrow jets that split and coalesce at locations marked 
by steep topographic formations [Matano et ai., 2002]. 
The path of the South Equatorial Current is very irregular due to the effect of the underlying 
topography and Rossby waves [Schott and McCreary, 2001], and its zonal position varies 
seasonally between the North-East Monsoon season and the South-West Monsoon season. 
Such variability is generated east of 1000E by the annual cycle of the wind stress curl, and 
propagates westward as a Rossby wave at speeds of 0.1 ms· 1 [Woodberry et ai., 1989]. The total 
westward volume transport of the current between 10 - 16"S has been calculated as 50 - 55 Sv 
[New et aI., 2007] and its highest volume transport is observed during the South-West 
Monsoon. 
On reaching the east coast of Madagascar at between 17 - 20"S the South Equatorial Current 
bifurcates into a northward and southward flowing branch [Figure1.2]. Schott and McCreary 
[2001] termed the northward branch the North-East Madagascar Current [NEMC], and the 
southward branch the South-East Madagascar Current [SEMC]. The nature of this bifurcation 
and the influence that the monsoon season has on its zonal position has to date not been 
accurately resolved. However, these branches are important components to the background 
ocean circulation of the South-West Indian Ocean region, including the influence on the 
characteristic of the greater Agulhas Current system. 
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1.2 The greater Agulhas Current system 
The Agulhas Current system lies embedded in the larger scale circulation of the Indian Ocean, 
and dominates the circulation of the South-West Indian Ocean [Lutjeharms et aI., 2001]. The 
northern part of the system is connected to the inflow waters from the Pacific Ocean [Stammer 
et aI., 2003] through the Indonesian Archipelago [Wyrtki, 1971; 1997; Gordon et aI., 1997], 
and to the south is exposed to water exchange with the Southern Ocean [Lutjeharms and 
Ansorge, 2001]. 
The contribution of waters from both the Pacific Ocean and from the Southern Ocean into the 
upper layers of the greater Agulhas Current system is relatively small [Lutjeharms, 2006]. For 
this reason, Lutjeharms infers that the Agulhas Current system is largely influenced by aspects 
of the Indian Ocean that are peculiar to the ocean itself. The system consists of three 
interdependent components: The Agulhas Current proper; the Agulhas Retroflection; and the 
Agulhas Return Current [Lutjeharms, 2001]. The Agulhas Current proper is characterized by a 
northern and southern part. The flow of these parts, northern and southern, present distinctly 
different characteristics. The northern part is very stable and its flow is tightly coupled to the 
continental slope [De Ruijter et aI., 1999]. By contrast, the path of the southern part is 
considerably more unstable, comprising large meanders [Griindlingh, 1995; Harris et aI., 1978], 
possibly due to the wider and shallower bathymetry of the Agulhas Bank [Figure 1.2]. 
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southwards [Biastoch and Krauss, 1999]. The tropical water is characterized by a potential 
temperature above of 20"C, and salinity ranging between 34.7 - 35.3 psu [practical salinity 
unity]. The South Indian subtropical water is characterized by a potential temperature above 
1 TC, and a surface salinity of 35.6 psu [Valentine et aI., 1993]. 
Due to the influence of the Agulhas Current on the global ocean circulation, many researchers 
have been investigating the volume transport of the current, but this still remains the subject of 
different opinions. Differences on the estimated volume transport of the current may be related 
to the different methods applied, or quality of the data used for the calculation, or different 
geographic locations chosen. 
Beal and Bryden [1999], using hydrographic data, estimated a total volume transport of the 
Agulhas Current of about 70 Sv. Stramma and Lutjeharms [1997] estimated a volume transport 
of the current in the upper 1000 m of about 65 Sv. Gordon et ai. [1987] estimated the transport 
of the current south of Africa of about 95 Sv. A regional-near synoptic survey of the South-
West Indian Ocean carried out from May to July 1995 as a part of the World Ocean Circulation 
Experiment Hydrographic program, determined the volume transport of the Agulhas Current in 
the upper 2000 m, through a section at 25"S of about 76 Sv [Donohue and Toole, 2003]. Based 
on an eddy permitting model Reason et ai. [2003] suggest a seasonal variation of the volume 
transport of the Agulhas Current through to inter-annual scales. The dynamical mechanisms 
driving the variability of this volume transport remains largely unknown [Fetter et aI., 2007]. 
Through a section at 35"S Reason et ai. [2003] estimate a transport of 58 - 59 Sv during 
summer-autumn and 64 - 65 Sv during the winter-spring seasons. 
At about 35"S the Agulhas Current separates from the continental shelf, and at its termination 
south of Africa the current makes an abrupt tum [Matano et aI., 1998] and thus generates 
another important component of the greater Agulhas Current system known as the Agulhas 
Retroflection. 
1.2.2 The Agulhas Retroflection 
The southern component of the Agulhas Current is influenced by the wider shelf associated 
with the Agulhas Bank [Schouten et aI., 2000]. In this region the Agulhas Current undergoes a 
series of meanders [Harris et aI., 1978; Lutjeharms, 1981], with shear eddies and plumes of 
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wann surface water developing along the shelf edge of the bank. Once the Agulhas Current has 
passed the southern tip of the African continental shelf, it turns on itself in a tight loop, called 
the Agulhas Retroflection [Lutjehanns and van Ballegooyen, 1988]. Such a retroflection has 
been shown to be unstable, and at irregular intervals a loop occludes fonning an independent 
Agulhas ring [Figure 1.2] that moves off into the South Atlantic [Schouten et aI., 2000]. 
The Agulhas nngs carry warm and salty Indian Ocean water into the South Atlantic 
[Grundlingh, 1995] and thus establish a major oceanic connection in the global overturning 
circulation [De Ruijter et aI., 2004]. Such oceanic connection is driven by the Agulhas Current 
through the Agulhas rings, but also by Agulhas eddies and current filaments at the region of the 
Agulhas Retroflection [Richardson et aI., 2003]. 
Due to their significant influence on the global thermohaline circulation and climate, the 
volume transport of Agulhas rings has been of substantial interest. Studies [De Ruijter et aI., 
1999; 2004] suggest that the annual volume flux due to the shedding of Agulhas rings is about 
10 Sv. The rings are characterized by a surface temperature up to 26°C and an average diameter 
of about 300 - 400 km [Lutjehanns and van Ballegooyen, 1988] and extend through the full 
water column, moving at a rate of about 5 - 8 km per day [Olson and Evans, 1986]. Based on 
hydrographic data Grundlingh [1995] estimated an annual volume transport of Agulhas rings of 
about 2 - 8 Sv. The frequency of these ring shedding events has been estimated by Schouten et 
ai. [2000] to be approx 4 - 5 times per year. Downstream of the Agulhas Current Retroflection 
the meandering flow back into the Indian Ocean becomes the Agulhas Return Current 
[Lutjehanns and Ansorge, 2001]. 
1.2.3 The Agulhas Return Current 
The Agulhas Current introduces Indian Ocean water masses into the Retroflection region, 
though this is limited to water mass less dense than sigma-8 of 27.5, shallower than 1500 or 
2000 m [Gordon, 1986]. From this, the Agulhas Return Current is fonned and flows along the 
northern boundary of the Subtropical Convergence [Figure 1.2], at an average latitude of about 
39SS, increasing to 44°30'S at 60 0 E [Lutjehanns and Ansorge, 2001]. The Agulhas Return 
Current meanders between 38 - 400 S in a spatially and temporally continuous fashion and has a 
core width of approximately 70 km. At the retroflection region the current has a depth of about 
4000 m [Schmitz, 1996], and surface speed may exceed 2 ms'!, decreasing eastwards to about 
0.75 - 0.13 ms'! [Lutjehanns and Ansorge, 2001], with an associated volume transport of about 
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44±5 Sv in the upper 1000 m [Boebel et aI., 2003]. Based on hydrographic data Lutjeharms and 
Ansorge [2001] estimated the volume transport of the current to range from 54 Sv in the 
retroflection region to 15 Sv at 76"E. 
The Agulhas Return Current has its strongest kinematics expression on the northern edge of the 
Agulhas Front in its western part, and is featured with a meandering pattern with three crests 
and troughs [Boebel et aI., 2003]. The meridional gradient property of both the Agulhas Return 
Current and the Agulhas Front is high and instabilities in the current shear produce a range of 
mesoscale eddies [Speich et aI., 2006], which influence the pattern of the circulation in the 
greater Agulhas Current system. Besides the Agulhas Return Current, Agulhas Retroflection 
and the Agulhas Current proper, important components of the greater Agulhas Current system 
are the sources of the Agulhas Current. 
1.2.4 The sources of the Agulhas Current 
The Agulhas Current is influenced by a forked pattern of enhanced variability from the 
Mozambique Channel and from the coast of Madagascar [De Ruijter et aI., 2004]. A number of 
surveys during the World Ocean Circulation Experiment [WOCE] in the 1990s and the 
Agulhas Current Source Experiment [ACSEX, 2000; 2001] were planned especially with the 
aim of obtaining a better understanding of the nature of the Agulhas Current, its sources and its 
role in the South-West Indian Ocean as a whole. These hydrographic surveys, and satellite 
observations [Ridderinkhof and De Ruijter, 2003; Quartly and Srokosz., 2004; Schouten et aI., 
2003], and model simulations [Biastoch and Krauss, 1999; Penven et aI., 2006; Quartly et aI., 
2006], strongly suggest that the Agulhas Current receives tributaries of water masses from three 
different sources: The Mozambique Channel eddies, the southern Madagascar eddies and the 
recirculation water masses from the sub-tropical gyre of the South-West Indian Ocean 
[Stramma and Lutjeharms, 1997]. 
The Mozambique Channel eddies drift southwards along the full length of the channel, and 
may have an intermittent contribution to the volume transport of the Agulhas Current 
[Biastoch and Krauss, 1999; Schouten et aI., 2002b; 2003; De Ruijter et aI., 2002]. Such eddies 
are probably related to the large scale climate anomalies over the central basin of the equatorial 
Indian Ocean, near eastern boundary, propagating westward as baroclinic Rossby waves. These 
climate anomalies reach the northern Mozambique Channel by water mass input from the 
South Equatorial Current. 
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At the southernmost tip of the Madagascar land mass the southern branch of the East 
Madagascar Current separates from the continental shelf, originating a possible retroflection of 
the current [Lutjeharms and Machu, 2000; Quartly et al., 2006]. Thus such a retroflection may 
trigger anti-cyclonic ring shedding [De Ruijter et al., 2004]. Such rings may drift south-
westwards into the region of the Agulhas Current [Biastoch and Krauss, 1999]. 
Calculations of the mean dynamic sea surface height from the mean divergence of eddy 
vorticity fluxes observed from altimetry, in the region close to the eastern African continent in 
the South-West Indian Ocean, suggest a tight recirculation of water masses [F eron et al., 1998]. 
These water masses come mainly from the sub-tropical gyre of the South Indian Ocean from 
east of Madagascar, and from the Agulhas Return Current, and from the Mozambique Channel 
probably through the Indonesian throughflow [Gordon et al., 1997], via the South Equatorial 
Current. Thus, the interaction of the water masses from these different sources of the Agulhas 
Current, specifically the deep eddies [Penven et al., 2006], with the Agulhas Current itself may 
cause a big meander on the core of the Agulhas Current, known as a Natal Pulse [Lutjeharms 
and Roberts, 1988]. 
1.3 The Natal Pulse 
One of the most intriguing aspects about the behaviour of the Agulhas Current has been its 
occasional absence from the near coastal location where it normally is found [Lutjeharms, 
2006]. Hydrographic measurements, and satellite observations suggest that the occasional 
absence of the Agulhas Current is due to the presence of a large cyclonic meander embedded in 
the northern sector of the current [Figure 1.3], termed the Natal Pulse [Lutjeharrns and Roberts, 
1988]. 
The Natal Pulse originates in the Natal Bight, between the South African cities of Durban and 
Richards Bay [Lutjeharms et al., 2001]. The pulse moves downstream with the Agulhas Current 
at a rate of about 20 km per day [Lutj eharms, 2006b]. The Pulse causes abrupt directional 
change in the surface currents along the coast [Lutjeharms and Connell, 1989]. The generation 
of a Natal Pulse precedes the shedding of an Agulhas ring at the Agulhas Retroflection a half 
year later [Van Leeuwen et al., 2000]. The Pulse may also generate an upstream retroflection of 
the Agulhas Current. Such an upstream retroflection prevents Agulhas water from reaching the 
boundary zone between Atlantic and Indian Ocean water masses [Lutjeharms et al., 2001]. 
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2 CURRENT KNOWLEDGE 
2.1 The ocean circulation and underlying bathymetry in the 
Mozambique Channel and south of Madagascar 
The Mozambique Channel and areas around the southern part of Madagascar lie embedded in 
the South-West Indian Ocean region, and fall into the domain and influence of the Greater 
Agulhas Current system. A dominant feature of this region is the mesoscale eddy variability 
[Figure 1.2] propagating southwards [De Ruijter et aI., 2002] along the full length of the 
Mozambique Channel [Quartly and Srokosz, 2004; De Ruijter et aI., 2005]. Previous 
investigations about the ocean circulation in the Mozambique Channel, based on a limited 
quantity and quality of hydrographic data, portrayed the flow in the channel as a warm 
southwards current [Figure 2.1] termed the Mozambique Current [Sretre and Da Silva, 1984; 
Donguy and Piton, 1991; Richmond, 1997]. 
With the improvement of the instruments of sea observation such as satellites Altimeters and 
ocean floats, as well as well designed in-situ observation programs such as [ACSEX], which 
provided an array of data at useful scales of space and time, and also the development of high 
resolution ocean models, the water flowing in the Mozambique Channel, and south of 
Madagascar is now perceived with a new understanding. 
The water flowing southward in the Mozambique Channel is now portrayed as an intermittent 
propagation of mesoscale eddies [Figure 1.2], instead of a steady Mozambique Current 
[Biastoch and Krauss, 1999; Schouten et aI., 2003]. The nature of the formation, behaviour and 
implication of such mesoscale eddies has been the subject of research among physical and 
biological oceanographers, but still remains little understood. Nevertheless they all attribute the 
existence of these eddies to anomalies generated by varying forces over the central basin or in 
the equatorial regions, propagating westwards as baroclinic Rossby waves, through the South 
Equatorial Current [De Ruijter et aI., 2005]. Studies [Lutjeharms et aI., 2001; Chapman et aI., 
2003] suggest that on approaching the east coast of Madagascar between 17 - 20"S, the South 
Equatorial Current bifurcates into a northward and southward flowing branch [Quartly and 
Srokosz, 2004; De Ruijter et aI., 2004]. At the northern tip of Madagascar the northward branch 
is deflected westwards, where on reaching the east coast of Africa at about II"S this current 
divides into a northward and southward flowing branches [Schouten et al., 2003]. 
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The southward branch of the East Madagascar Current is a narrow current, about 100 km wide 
and more than 1000 m deep. Its strongest core near the surface is about 50 m deep, moving 
with a speed exceeding 1 ms· l . This current separates from the continental shelf at the southern 
tip of Madagascar. Previous research in this region, based on very limited hydrographic data, 
led to different concepts among the physical oceanographers working in the South-West Indian 
Ocean about the final destination of the East Madagascar Current after its separation from the 
continental shelf [Figure 2.1]. Tchernia [1980] supported the possibility that after such 
separation the East Madagascar Current flows northward along the west coast of Madagascar as 
a West Madagascar Current, and that it joins the Mozambique Current in the Mozambique 
Channel. Griindlingh [1988] and Lutjeharms [1988c] suggested a different possibility. Instead 
of a West Madagascar Current they supported the idea of a net westward flowing crossing the 
Mozambique Basin and feeding the Agulhas Current. Finally Lutjeharms [1988d] and DiMarco 
et al. [2000] suggested that the remaining of the waters from the East Madagascar Current 
couldn't reach the African coast, instead it may retroflect at the vicinity of the Madagascar 
Ridge [Figure 2.1]. Current investigations based on satellite observations and high resolution 
models hint at a possible retroflection of the East Madagascar Current in its path after its 
separation from the continental shelf [Lutjeharms, 1988; Quartly et aI., 2006]. Such a 
retroflection is thought [De Ruijter et aI., 2004] to generate a south-westward movement of 
bipolar vortices and eddies which have been shown from altimetric data and model simulations 
to propagate into the Agulhas Current region [Schouten et aI., 2002]. Recent investigation of 
the flow to the south of Madagascar, based on hydrographic data (WOCE), and satellite 
altimeters, add to the current knowledge the existence of a new current on the system of the 
currents of the South-West Indian Ocean environment: the subtropical South Indian Ocean 
Countercurrent (SICC)[Siedler et al. 2006]. This current propagates eastwards between 22° and 
26° S [Siedler et al. 2006]. 
Similar to the flow from the East Madagascar Current, the train of eddies from the 
Mozambique Channel move into the region of the Agulhas Current, and thus, eddies 
originating from both the Mozambique Channel and the region south of Madagascar contribute 
intermittently to the volume of the Agulhas Current [Quartly and Srokosz, 2004; Doglioli et aI., 
2007], and to some extent occasionally affect the behaviour of this current, such as its 
temporary absence from the continental shelf due the formation of a Natal Pulse, instability and 
consequent earlier retroflection ofthe Agulhas Current. De Ruijter et al. [1999] have suggested 
that an anti-cyclonic eddy interacting with the seaward edge of the Agulhas Current can 
provide the positive transport anomaly needed to destabilize the Current near Durban, where 
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The Mozambique Ridge blocks an exchange of zonal flow of the deep and bottom water 
masses between the Natal Valley and the Mozambique Basin, beneath 2800 - 3000 m 
respectively [Donohue and Toole, 2003]. The ridge also influences the propagation of cyclonic 
eddies that move between a west and south-west direction [Quartly and Srokosz, 2002; De 
Ruijter et al., 2004]. Griindlingh [1987] has suggested that the Mozambique Ridge is 
responsible for the formation of eddies. Such formation was supposed to be due to an 
interaction between a transient southward current flowing along the eastern side of the ridge. 
Dimarco et al. [2002] have suggested that in many cases pairs of eddies at the Mozambique 
Ridge are formed possibly related to the conservation of potential vorticity as the flow moves 
into deeper waters. Subsequent studies [Schouten et al., 2003; De Ruijter et al., 2004] disagree 
fully with such a possibility, and suggest that these eddies are not originated by or at the 
Mozambican Ridge, instead that they come from the Mozambique Channel and from the east of 
Madagascar. The latter of these eddies are generated by the interaction between a southward 
flowing deep jet current to the east of Madagascar with the Madagascar Ridge [Schouten et al., 
2003]. 
2.3 The Madagascar Ridge 
The Madagascar Ridge [Figure 2.3] is also an elongated aseismic plateau in the South-West 
Indian Ocean, which separates two oceanic basins: the Mozambique Basin and the Madagascar 
Basin. The ridge forms a region of shallow water, between 42 - 4 TE, extending 400 km across 
and southwards from Madagascar for a length of over 1300 km. The depth of the water ranges 
between 2000 - 3000 m over most of the plateau [Sinha et al., 2008]. The ridge is a broad, and 
over much of its area, flat-topped feature, covered by 0.5 - 1.0 km of undisturbed sediment 
[Goslin et al., 1980]. A steep scarp on the western side of the ridge runs down into a 5000 m 
deep Mozambique Basin, while the slope from the southern half of its eastern flank runs into a 
5000 - 6000 m deep Madagascar Basin. To the north, the ridge abuts directly with the island of 
Madagascar. To the south of the ridge the water depth increases rapidly to more than 3000 m, 
and beyond this the 4000 m isobaths merge onto the flank of the South-West Indian Ridge 
[Payet et al.,2004; Sinha et al., 2008]. 
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Investigations [Quartly and Srokosz, 2004; De Ruijter et aI., 2004] on the ocean circulation in 
the Mozambique Channel and southern part of Madagascar, have suggested that the interaction 
between eddies in the region with the Agulhas Current, has a strong influence on the pathway 
of this current and associated mesoscale features [Donohue and Toole, 2003]. Therefore to 
understand better the contribution of such mesoscale features to the overall circulation of the 
Agulhas region - the role of bathymetry on this ocean variability must be fully understood. 
At the moment, the bathymetric influence of the Mozambique and the Madagascar Ridges on 
the nature, formation and behaviour of the mesoscale eddies coming from the Mozambique 
Channel and regions south of Madagascar that propagate into the region of the greater Agulhas 
Current system is not well understood. Therefore these gaps of knowledge need to be bridged 
to complement the available knowledge on the understanding of the ocean mesoscale 
circulation in the region. Therefore, to improve our understanding on bathymetric control and 
the extent it has in controlling the flow and behaviour of the eddies in the southern part of 
Mozambique Channel and Madagascar, pertinent questions have been raised to be addressed if 
the ocean circulation in the region is to be well understood. 
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3 SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
The literature survey on what currently is known about the circulation in the South-West Indian 
Ocean has shown that there are some scientific questions that still remain unanswered with the 
present knowledge of this dynamic system. Therefore such open questions tell us that much 
more scientific research in the region, especially within the Mozambique Channel and southern 
parts of Madagascar, still needs to be carried out, in order to complement our understanding on 
the physical processes of the components of the greater Agulhas Current system. Thus the 
present study will address some of such unknown issues, especially those related to bathymetric 
influence, since the bathymetry in this region has a strong influence on the dynamics of the 
overall ocean circulation. 
In the greater Agulhas Current system the circulation is strongly controlled by the bathymetric 
structure of the sea floor [Donohue et al., 1999; Quartly et al., 2006]. Buck [2003] has shown 
that the ultimate destination of eddies in the East Madagascar Current varies, with some eddies 
reaching the Agulhas Current, whereas others possibly recirculate in the sub-tropical gyre of 
the South Indian Ocean. On their paths from the southern part of Madagascar, the propagating 
eddies cross the Madagascar Ridge with which they may interact in unknown ways, so that the 
question may be asked: 
• How does the bathymetry, especially the shallow Madagascar Ridge influence the 
mesoscale circulation propagating into the Agulhas Current region? 
Studies have shown that once these eddies have survived the interaction with the Madagascar 
Ridge, they propagate in a south-westerly direction, the cyclonic eddies being more dispersive 
than the anti-cyclonic eddies and predominantly more drift southwards [De Ruijter et al., 2004]. 
During the course of their propagation they also interact with a southward flow from the 
Mozambique Channel, thus they may split or enhance their surface signature [De Ruijter et al., 
2004]. On reaching the eastern side of the Mozambique Ridge these eddies undergo further 
bathymetric interaction, and their path is reoriented. Thus we aim to answer the second research 
question stated as follow: 
• Do these eddies have a preferred routes of propagation through the fracture zones 
transecting the Mozambique Ridge? 
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An important aspect to take into account when investigating the mesoscale variability within a 
system of eddies is to look at their energy expression. Eddy energy may be exported from a 
region where it is generated by advection by the background flow, or by radiative mechanisms. 
As already mentioned, the Mozambique Channel and southern parts of Madagascar are regions 
of enhanced mesoscale variability. Eddies propagating southwards within the Mozambique 
Channel and south of Madagascar transport considerable amounts of heat. 
Schouten et aI., [2003], have investigated the variation of the mean sea surface height 
anomalies of 25 eddies along the Mozambique Channel during the years 1995-2000. The 
results of such investigation have suggested that the Mozambique Channel eddies increase their 
expression of the mean sea surface height during the course of their propagation. To 
complement such investigation with more extensive information about the characteristics of 
eddies in the region, a cross correlation of variation of sea surface height and eddy kinetic 
energy with variation of the bathymetric profile during the course of their propagation, in both 
the Mozambique Channel and the southern parts of Madagascar was investigated under the 
following research question: 
• How does the kinetic energy of these eddies change during the course of their 
propagation? 
It is thought [De Ruijter et aI., 1999] that the impact of eddies on the Agulhas Current perturbs 
the flow of this current. An evident case is the generation of a Natal Pulse, along the 
southeastern African coast, between Durban and Richards Bay. 
Studies have suggested that it is the interaction between large anti-cyclonic eddies originating 
in the Mozambique Channel and near the southern parts of Madagascar that occasionally 
causes an instability of the Agulhas Current. Thus the current study also proposes to investigate 
the physical mechanisms driving such perturbation by addressing the question: 
• How do these eddies affect the stability of the Agulhas Current? 
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4 METHODOLOGY 
Due to the lack of hydrographic data within the region of interest, we have used altimetric 
satellite observations. These provide data with a spatial and temporal covering ideal to address 
mesoscale studies of the oceans. We also used a regional ocean circulation model termed 
ROMS in order to simulate ideal situations which are impossible to perform in real life 
observations, [i.e. removing the bathymetric configuration from the domain of the study]. Such 
simulations are important because they allow us to understand the processes of the system. 
4.1 Satellite Altimeters and data 
The era of satellite oceanography have improved the ways in which we interpret the dynamics 
of the oceans. To study the oceans, satellite Altimeters are designed to measure the sea level by 
a combination of radar techniques, used to calculate the distance from the satellite to a 
reflecting surface. This technique allows one to measure a very precise location of the satellite 
on its orbit, and an accurate variation of the sea surface, with millimeters of precision [CNS, 
CLS technical report, 1997-2008]. The combination of different satellites observations, 
enhances higher precision of the altimeters to minimize the constrains of spatial and temporal 
resolutions, found in an individual satellite measurement. We have used altimetry data, a 
merged product processed by a reanalysis of altimeter products retrieved by the joint mission 
satellites: TOPEX-Poseidon + ERS 1, 2; Jason; Envisat. The series is of 10 years duration 
[1992-2002]. The satellite missions, provide an array of global data categorized in near real 
time [NRT], and delayed time [DT]. The NRT are mostly used in operational oceanography, 
and are distributed one week after the date of measurement. The DT are provided two months 
after the measurement. In our study, we have used the DT gridded data with 1I3X1I3 grid 
resolution on a Mercator grid. These data are used specially for studies of mesoscale circulation 
of the oceans, and the climate of the Earth. The data are processed by the French agency: 
National Center for Spatial Studies [CNES], and are distributed by AVISO, through 
SSALTO/DUACS. The AVISO proposes several ways of accessing the data, such as FTP -
which is a data extracting tool that extracts the data from a global dataset, over a long period, 
choosing a geographical region, and/or temporal period. Another data server is the LIVE 
ACCESS SERVER [LVS] - which is a highly configurable Web server, designed to provide 
flexible access to geo-referenced scientific data; OpenDap - which enables one to access 
remote data sets through familiar data analysis and visualizations packages; and finally via 
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media CD and VCD ROMs, free of charge according to the motivated request. Via FTP, the 
data can be acquired following the link: ftp>iftp.cls.fripuboccano AVISO. 
As already mentioned in this chapter, another tool used in this study was a regional model of 
ocean circulation. Thus the next section starts by providing a general overview about the model 
design, and the basic equations on which the model functioning is based. 
4.2 ROMS model 
4.2.1 History and design of the model 
The Regional Ocean Modelling System (ROMS) represents a new generation of ocean 
circulation model [Shchepetkin and MC-Williams, 2005]. The model was developed in the 
United States of America (USA), at Rutgers University, and at the University of California Los 
Angeles (UCLA). The ROMS model stands as a successful improvement of the former Sigma 
Coordinate Rutgers University Model (SCRUM) [Song and Haidvogel, 1994]. SCRUM, was an 
improvement of the Semi-spectral Primitive Equation Model (SPEM) [Haidvogel et al., 2000]. 
ROMS is a free-surface, finite difference model, based on a nonlinear, terrain following 
curvilinear coordinates [Shchepetkin and MC-Williams, 2005]. The model was designed with 
important features such as: higher order advection schemes [Shchepetkin and MC-Williams, 
1998]; predictor corrector time step algorithm, and parallelization. The first two features allow 
the model to solve with greater accuracy the dynamics of the coastal processes. The last 
mentioned feature make it possible to run the model on parallel computers. To date, ROMS has 
three different versions: ROMS Rutgers, ROMS UCLA, and ROMS (UCLA-IRD). The latter 
code has been termed by its developers, as, ROMS AGRIF 
[http://www.brest.ird.fr/Roms_tools/]. The code was developed by a joint effort of modelling 
researchers from UCLA, and from the Institute de Recherche pour la Development (IRD, 
France). ROMS AGRIF is a three-dimensional ocean model intended for simulation of 
currents, ecosystems, biogeochemical cycles and sediment movement in coastal regions, using 
an AGRIF grid refinement procedure. As already mentioned, ROMS is built as a parallel code, 
which can be allocated to different processors, in order to run in a shared memory (Open MPI), 
or in a distributed memory (MPI) machine. Its functioning is based on the primitive equations 
of the momentum conservation (4.2.1.1 - 4.2.1.2), mass conservation (4.2.1.7), heat and salt 
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transport (4.2.1.3 - 4.2.1.4), and the equation of state of sea water (4.2.1.5), in an Earth's 
rotating frame, solved on a Arakawa C grid, under two main approximations: The Boussinesq 
approximation, and the hydrostatic approximations. The Boussinesq approximation neglects 
density variations in the momentum equations, except for the gravitational force (or 
contributions to the buoyancy in the vertical momentum). The hydrostatic approximation, 
assumes that the vertical gradient of pressure balances the buoyancy. It means that vertical 
accelerations and Coriolis terms associated with the vertical velocities are neglected. These 
assumptions require that a typical ocean depth be small compared to a typical ocean length. 
4.2.2 The primitive equations of motion 
The primitive equations of motion, taking into consideration the Boussinesq approximation, 
and the hydrostatic approximation (4.2.1.6), can be represented in the Cartesian coordinate 
system [Hedstrom, 1997] as follows: 
au au au au a¢ 
-=-u--v--w-+ fo--+F +D 
at ax ay az ax U U 
av av av aw a¢ 
-=-u--v--w--ju--+F +D 
at ax ay az ay v v 
aT aT aT aT 
-=-u--v--w-+Fr +Dr at ax ay az 
as as as as 
-=-u--v--w-+F +D 
at ax ay az S S 
P = p(T,S,p) 
3¢ pg 
" oz Po 
0= au + av + aw 
ax ay az 
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In the above equations, (x, y, z) [m] are the Cartesian coordinates, oriented to the east, north, 
and upward directions respectively; and (u, v, w) [m.s· l ] are the corresponding components of 
the velocity vectors. f [S-l] is the Coriolis parameter, defined as: f = 2D.sin(0); being (0) 
the latitude, and D. [s -1] is the Earth's radian rotation frequency. ¢ [ , -'] m- s - is the 
dynamic pressure. T [
0 C] is the potential temperature of the ocean, S [PSU] is its salinity, 
and P [N.m -2] is the total pressure. Fu, Fv are the forcing terms for the horizontal velocities; 
and Fp Fs are the forcing terms for temperature and salinity. D u , Dv are the dissipating 
terms for the horizontal velocities, and Dr' D 5 are the dissipating terms for temperature and 
salinity. P [kg.m-3] is the density of the sea water, and Po is the mean density used for the 
Boussinesq approximation. g [m.s -2] is the acceleration of gravity. 
The numerical solution techniques of the model, obey a vertical and horizontal discretization, 
functioning in the C grid scheme, as illustrated: 
1I. (T. S. H. f.p. t;. n), lI.+1 I 
::- • -=: :=-
Figure 4.2 - Schematic representation of the variables in the model, into the Arakawa C grid [after 
Penven, 2000]. 
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4.2.3 The boundary conditions 
4.2.3.1 The vertical boundary conditions 
The vertical boundary conditions encompass surface and bottom boundaries. The free-surface 
is delimited by sea level elevation, i.e. (z = r; ). The boundary conditions at the surface are wind 
stress, heat flux and fresh water fluxes. In our simulation, we have used surface fluxes from a 
monthly climatology at OS resolution derived from Da Silva et al. [1994]. 
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] are the coefficients of the vertical turbulent mixing of 
the momentum, temperature and salinity respectively. r;:rf and r:urf [m 2 S-2] are the zonal 
and meridional components of the wind stress at the sea surface, Qr [W.m-2 ] is the surface 
heat flux, C p [J.kg·I.CI] is the specific heat of the sea water, E [cm.day-I] is evaporation, and 
P [cm.day-I] is the precipitation. The surface heat flux contains several terms that depends on 
the sea surface temperature [SST], such as latent heat flux, sensible heat flux, and outgoing 
infrared radiation. According to Bamier et al. [1998] this feedback process is parameterized in 
the model as a restoring term at the sea surface. Such a term is obtained by a linearization of the 
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thermal forcing around a climatological temperature. Thus the total surface heat flux takes the 
form: 
Qr = Qnel + "s~i. (SSTmOdel - SSTclim ) 
o chm 
(4.2.3.1.5) 
There is not such feedback for the salt flux. But, due to the poor quality of forcing data for 
precipitation and evaporation, we kept a restoring term, to prevent an inertial drift of the model 
[Marchesiello et a!., 2003]. The salt flux is written as: 
(E - p)SSSmOdei CYJ(SSS SSS) 
Salt flux = + JJ model - clim 
Po 
(4.2.3.1.6) 
Where SSSmodei and SSSclim are the sea surface salinity in the model and in the climatology. 
dQ 
Cff is the inversed time, kept equivalent to the same value of dSST (~30- 40 days). 
At the surface (z = 1]), the vertical component of the velocity (w) is defined by: 
a1] a1] a1] 
w=-+u-+v-
at ax ay (4.2.3.1.7) 
[ii] -Bottom boundaries: 
At the bottom (z = -H), vertical boundary 
velocity (w), is defined by the form: 
conditions for the vertical component of the 
aH aH 
w=-u---v--
ax ay (4.2.3.1.8) 
In our simulation, we have defined this boundary with a global bathymetric dataset at 2 minute 
resolution: Etop02 [Smith and Sandwell, 1997]. At the bottom, the frictional effect on bottom 
currents by the roughness of the seafloor is parameterized as a stress, with the forms 
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k 
aU x 








and r t~ttom [m 2 s -2] are the zonal and meridional components of the bottom 
stress. The bottom stress is parameterized in a form of linear and quadratic terms of the bottom 
currents, and is defined as: 
c' bottom 
\' r' bottom 
(4.2.3.1.11) 
(4.2.3.1.12) 
Where yiandY2 are coefficients of linear and quadratic bottom stress respectively. Assuming 
that there is no heat flux, neither salt flux, nor exchange between the water columns and the 
bottom floor, these fluxes can be prescribed as null and represented with the forms: 
k aT = 0 
T az 




4.2.3.2 The lateral and initial boundary conditions 
A satisfactory prescription for open boundary conditions is crucial for the performance of a 
regional ocean circulation model. As regards outward propagation, Roed and Cooper [1986], 
have suggested that an open boundary should allow the perturbations generated inside of the 
computational domain, to leave it without obstruction of the solution inside the model. 
Marchesiello et al. [2001] have stressed that sometimes there is a competing requirement that 
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important external information should be conveyed inside of the domain. Otherwise the system 
may be under-specified. Thus, an active open boundary scheme was developed and 
implemented in ROMS [Marchesiello et al., 2001]. This algorithm deals successfully with the 
challenges of open boundary conditions encountered in several ocean circulation models. Such 
challenges are associated with the incoming information into the model domain and the 
radiation of the solution (i.e., the outgoing information) from the interior to the exterior of the 
domain without generating reflections causing deteriorization of the solution inside the system, 
and guarantee a realistic stable equilibrium state for long periods. 
The active, open boundary scheme implemented in ROMS, estimates two horizontal phase 
velocities, propagating as waves, close to the boundary. The following equations show the 










(~: r +( ~;)' (4.2.3.2.2) 
Where c x [m.s -I] is a normal phase velocity and C y [m.s -I] is the tangential phase velocity. 
cp is any variable in the model, such as (T,S,u, v,17). The propagation of variable cp in the 
model domain takes a form ofthe equation below, known as a wave equation: 
acp acp acp CPdata-CP -+c -+c -=":""'::::::':::""-'--
at x ax y 0' Tout (4.2.3.2.3) 
When the propagation of the variable is towards the interior of the model domain, the variable 
value is nudged towards the data, and the equation, takes the form: 
acp cP data - cP 
at (4.2.3.2.4) 
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Tin' Tout [s] stand for inward and outward nudging time and CfJdata is a data variable. CfJdata could 
be derived from a climatology observation, or from high resolution global models. For the 
lateral boundaries, (u, v) are computed from WOA temperature and salinity using geostrophy. 
For the geostrophy calculation we choose a level of no motion (Z ref = -1 OOO[ m]). 
The initial conditions for our simulation have been derived from the global monthly 
climatology dataset at l' resolution: World Ocean Atlas (WOA, 2001; Conkright et al., 2002). 
In the model, the initial day of the climatological experiment is set as 1 January of the modeled 
year 1. The external forcing is repeating a typical climatological year with cycle duration of 
360 days [Penven and Tan, 2007]. 
4.2.4 The Mozambique Channel configuration 
To perform our simulation, we have configured the model taking into account the topographic 
and hydrodynamic features of the region. To preserve a good solution within the region of 
interest, we extended the size of the domain to (20 - 60'E, 40 - 8'S). The horizontal grid 
1 
resolution was 6D (~17.5 krn, at 19.000 S) containing 239x232 grid points on longitude and 
latitude respectively. For a finer resolution at the surface layers, the sigma coordinates were set 
to 32 vertical layers. The parameters for the vertical, sigma coordinate stretching, to the surface 
was set to thetas =7; to the bottom thetab = 0; and the minimum depth hmin = 50[m]. The 
transition depth between the horizontal surface level and the bottom terrain- following levels 
was set to he = 1 O[m]. The physical boundaries are open at every side [North, South, East, and 
West]. The forcing fluxes are derived from monthly climatology at OS resolution (Da Silva 
[1994]). Our configuration was at first tested for a 30 days run. Afterwards a long-term 
simulation (10 [years ]) was performed. The model output is averaged and stored every 3 days 
(a sufficient time scale to resolve mesoscale processes). The time step of the computation is 
1800 [s ]. A diagnostic analysis revealed a spin up time of the simulation (equilibrium state) 
after the first 2 years of run. A statistical MatLab toolbox, part of the Romstools, contains 
different tools to aid the pre-processing of the data, visualization of the model results, and post-
processing of the data. It allowed us to perform the basic computation of the mean states 
(MEAN), standard deviations (STD), and variances (MS) of the main variables. Several 
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As regard to the general ocean circulation in the region (Figures 4.1 [b] - 4.2.5.2[b J), the model 
correctly portrays the westward flow of the South Equatorial Current splitting into two 
branches on the east coast of Madagascar. The northward flow, after reaching the northern tip 
of Madagascar, propagates westward to the east coast of the African continent, where it splits 
into two branches. The northward branch forms the East African Coastal Current and the 
southward flow propagates into the Mozambique Channel. To the east coast of South-Africa, 
the flow of the Agulhas Current, and of the Agulhas Return Current are also represented in our 
simulation. 
Also some limitations on the model results are clearly observed. The model did not reproduce 
the meandering behaviour of the Agulhas Return Current. It could be associated with the 
position in which the southern open boundary has been placed. In this region a very strong 
variability of the flow is present. Therefore we would argue that the nudging of the solution at 
this active boundary may have influenced the behaviour of the current. 
There are limitations in companng altimeter product with our model simulation. Such 
limitations are due to the incapability of the altimeter to retrieve information close to the coast. 
Nevertheless, from the available information, we see that the model reproduces the key 
elements of the circulation patterns of the system. 
4.3 Idealized model simulations 
Model simulations allow one to perform experiments that are not possible in real life. With 
such simulations, we may learn more about a target system being investigated. We have 
performed an idealized simulation to understand the influence of the sea floor topography on 
the mesoscale circulation south of Madagascar. The idealized simulation consisted in removing 
the upper 4000 m of the Madagascar Ridge, turning this bathymetric feature into a flat topped 
topography. 
The results of this simulation were compared with the reference model simulation performed 
without modification of the bathymetry. Notice that both, the real and the idealized simulations 
run under exactly the same set of configurations. We have termed the reference experiment 
(Case-I), and the idealized experiment (Case-2). Figures 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 show these two 
distinct scenarios. 
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4.4 Tracking of altimetric eddies 
To track eddies from the altimetric data, we have made a few assumptions: first, an eddy could 
be identified as having a negative height anomaly, greater than 0.1 m, and the anti-cyclonic 
eddies with a positive height anomaly, greater than + 0.1 m. Second, such features should have 
a life-time greater than 90 days (3 months). We have superimposed on these the distribution of 
horizontal components of the geostrophic velocities, to access the clockwise and anti -clockwise 
rotations of these eddies. A chronologic sequence of these images, animated in a move fashion, 
provided information related to the propagation of these eddies. Using capabilities of a MatLab 
function, termed (ginput), we have written a script, which allowed us to extract instantaneous 
information related to the eddy, such as: the height of the sea level anomalies, the intensity of 
the horizontal components of geostrophic velocities, its geographical positions 
(latitudellongitude), and the ocean depth at such a defined position. The depth was obtained by 
overlaying the bathymetric data on the image at 2 minute resolution, ETOP02. Our designed 
script provides the information related at the eddy at each time that a click with the computer 
mouse is performed within the eddy domain. For each eddy, we have performed 5 clicks. One 
click in the core of the eddy, two clicks along the meridional direction, to the north and to the 
south of the core of the eddy. The last two clicks were made along the zonal direction, to the 
east and to the west of the core of the eddy. The instantaneous speed of the eddy was estimated 
as a mean of the velocities from every point along the zonal and meridional directions. We 
have tracked a total of 60 eddies: 20 anti-cyclonic eddies along the Mozambique Channel, 20 
anti-cyclonic and 20 cyclonic eddies in the south of Madagascar. 
An investigation of several two-dimensional (2-D) plots of the sea surface height (SSH) and 
eddy kinetic energy (EKE) profiles, both superimposed onto the depth of the seafloor 
topography has also been performed. Such an investigation allows one to visualize how the 
changes in both SSH and EKE at the surface of the eddy changes with the bathymetric 
configuration of the sea floor topography during the course of propagation of an eddy. The 
EKE was computed as a mean of every points at each time step, and the position of the eddy 
was determined also as a mean of all the latitude and longitude positions obtained during the 
extraction of the "u" and "v" components. The findings of the investigation are presented and 
discussed in the next chapter 5. 
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
5.1 The influence of the Madagascar Ridge on the circulation 
This chapter presents and discusses the findings of the current study, which has been motivated 
by the aforementioned key research questions. Such questions were identified as gaps in the 
current knowledge about the mesoscale ocean circulation in the Mozambique Channel and 
south of the Madagascar. 
The first key research question of this project is: How does the bathymetry, especially the 
shallow Madagascar Ridge, influence the propagation of eddies into the Agulhas Current. To 
address this, we have used an idealized model simulation which allowed us to remove the first 
upper 4000 m of the Madagascar Ridge. Based on such simulation, we have investigated mean 
states of the sea surface height (SSH) and its variability (i.e., mean square MS_SSH), mean 
surface currents (U) and their variability (i.e., eddy kinetic energy, EKE) from the eight years 
of simulation in order to compare with the reference run, in which no modification of the 
Madagascar Ridge was made. The results from these simulations are presented in [Figures 5.1.1 
- 5.1.8]. 
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Comparing the mean patterns of the sea surface height [SSH] and its variability [MS _ SSH], the 
state of the surface currents [U] and the eddy kinetic energy [EKE] from both the simulations 
some distinctions and some similarities are evident. The simulation in which no modification of 
the bathymetry was made, is here termed the Reference simulation, and the simulation in which 
the Madagascar Ridge has been removed, the Idealized simulation. 
Looking at the annual mean SSH [Figures 5.1.1- 5.1.2], we notice that at the northern boundary 
of the domain [i.e. to the north of the Madagascar and in the northern part of the Mozambique 
Channel], the northern part of the East Madagascar Current [NEMC] and its derived 
components after reaching the east African coast, all these components were not sensitive to the 
absence of the Madagascar Ridge [i.e., the mean SSH maintained the same profile in both the 
simulations] varying between -0.2 and 0.1 m ([Figures 5.1.1-5.1.2], IS - 50 S, 40 - 600 E). The 
southern boundary of the domain also was insensible to the absence of the Madagascar Ridge. 
Here the mean SSH has remained similar in both experiments, ranging between -0.3 to -O.lm 
[3S - 40oS, 20 - 50oE]. In this domain the mean SSH is possibly related to the eastward flow of 
the Agulhas Return Current or the Subtropical Convergence that are driven by independent 
forcing that one would not expect to be influenced strongly by the flow over the Madagascar 
Ridge. 
As a whole, the background mean circulation of the region in the both simulations is similar. 
Nevertheless, localized differences related to the absence of the Madagascar Ridge can be 
identified, evident in the distribution of the mean SSH [Figures 5.1.1 - 5.1.2]. For instance, a 
negative cell of SSH with -0.1 [m] has been observed in the Mozambique Channel [around 
IS-27°S] in the idealized simulation, and a strong gradient of SSH over the continental shelf 
compared to the simulation where the Madagascar Ridge had been removed [Figure 5.1.2]. To 
the east of Madagascar [around 27-1SoS, 50-600 E] a weakened recirculation evident in the 
SSH [Figure 5.1.2] is observed. The SSH signals in this region are more likely related to the 
westward flow of the South Equatorial Current [SEC]. Along the east coast of Madagascar such 
signals may be associated with the southward flow of the East Madagascar Current [EMC]. The 
semi-permanent anti-cyclonic cell of 0.2 m in the SSH south-east of Madagascar [around 
23-25°S, 51-53°E], and the cyclonic cell with -0.2 m SSH [at about 35°S and 55°E] that are 
evident in the reference simulation [Figure 5.1.1], completely vanished in the idealized 
simulation [Figure 5.1.2]. In the latter simulation, the mean SSH with 0.1 m isolines runs 
continuously from south of Madagascar, westerly along the 27°S, into the Agulhas Current 
region. In the reference simulation [Figure 5.1.1], by contrast, the 0.1 m isolines are not 
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continuous. Thus, the south-westerly link into the Agulhas Current is made by a mean SSH of 0 
m isolines. Therefore these differences suggest that in the simulation in which the Madagascar 
Ridge has been removed [Figure 5.1.2] the volume of water crossing into the Agulhas Current 
region may be greater than in the reference simulation [Figure 5.1.1]. This may suggest that 
either an eastward flow, possibly associated with the retroflection of the EMC is limited in the 
idealized simulation, or that fewer eddies and more mean flow propagate into the Agulhas 
Current region. To the west [Figure 5.1.2], high mean SSH [at about 27°S, 35°E] is observed in 
the region of the Mozambique Ridge. At the south-eastern boundary, over the shelf adjacent to 
the Agulhas Current [at about 37°S, 300 E], the highest mean SSH is observed, reaching 0.3 m 
further downstream, close to the western boundary of the domain [Figure 5.l.2] which seems to 
increase the recirculation of the Agulhas Current. 
Looking at the Eulerian distribution of the mean surface currents [Figures 5.l.3 and 5.lA], one 
can also observe similarities and differences on the mesoscale circulation. The pathways and 
the nature of the currents to the north-east of Madagascar and to the north of Mozambique 
Channel remained largely similar [Figures 5.1.3 - 5.1.4]. Nevertheless changes such as the 
absence of the semi-permanent anti-cyclonic eddy mentioned above, as well as an anti-
cyclonic eddy over the shallowest part of the Madagascar Ridge, and another possibly 
bathymetric ally trapped eddy [at about 32°S, 53°E (Figure 5.1.3)] were absent on removal of 
the Madagascar Ridge [Figure 5.1A]. In the reference run an anti-cyclonic eddy interacting 
with the offshore edge of the Agulhas Current [at about 36°S, 300 E] is observed to draw water 
from the current that then moves to the east [Figure 5.1.3]. In contrast to this idealized 
simulation, such an anti-cyclonic eddy maintains its anti-clockwise rotation without any water 
being drawn away to the east when the Madagascar Ridge has been removed [Figure 5.1.4]. 
These figures also show that there is less expression of the eastward flow south of Madagascar 
in the simulation in which the Madagascar Ridge has been removed. 
Comparing the MS_SSH between [Figures 5.1.5 - 5.1.6 (that represents the flow variability)] 
one can observe a larger field of variability to the east of the Madagascar Ridge in the 
simulation with Madagascar [Figure 5.1.5]. When the Madagascar Ridge was removed [Figure 
5.1.6], the field of variability was largely moved to the west of the ridge. Strong signals are 
observed reaching farther west to the region of the Mozambique Ridge, and along the path of 
the Agulhas Current. A substantial increase is observed at downstream regions of the Agulhas 
Current. 
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Both simulations shows that the regIOns with high values of EKE are concentrated in the 
Mozambique Channel and adjacent to the continental shelf of south-eastern Africa, along the 
path of the Agulhas Current, with the strongest signals manifested in the central Mozambique 
Channel, varying between 0.1 - 0.3 m2s2• 
The mean surface currents from the simulation in which the Madagascar Ridge has been 
removed [Figure 5.1.4] shows a surprising feature in the mean circulation, located in the central 
part of the Mozambique Channel [about 23 - l8°S and 40oE]. The absence of the Madagascar 
Ridge generates a mean cyclonic circulation here which seems responsible for the strong signal 
of the MS of the SSH observed [Figure 5.1.6], and a low mean SSH [Figure 5.1.2]. For its 
geographical location [i.e., not being located in a direct downstream region of the Madagascar 
Ridge], one would not expect changes in the mean circulation here since it would seem far 
north of the ridge influence, and the dominant flow in the channel is south-westward. Besides 
that, farther north of this point, the incoming flow from the South Equatorial Current (which on 
reaching the east African coast at about lIaS splits and generates the southward flow through 
the Mozambique Channel) remained similar in both simulations. In fact this peculiar result has 
raised several questions such as the following: 
• Are the eddies passing through the Mozambique Channel so variable that they do not 
affect the calculation of the mean state? 
• Is the observed cyclonic feature in the channel and the western boundary current at the 
Mozambican shelf related to the absence of the Madagascar Ridge, although the ridge 
is not located upstream of the observed features? 
• Does the inflow from the East Madagascar Current and from the South-East Indian 
Ocean moving into the Agulhas Current region when there is no Madagascar Ridge 
[Figure 5.l.2] strong enough to block and trap the eddies coming from the 
Mozambique Channel, forcing them to a cyclonic rotation? 
Though these questions are based on the idealized simulation, a closer look at these is 
important to understand the hydrodynamics of the system. The questions require an answer if 
the role of Madagascar Ridge on the regional mesoscale circulation is to be fully understood. A 
proper analysis of other experiments would be needed to address these questions. 
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The above description of the simulations suggests that the absence of the Madagascar Ridge 
increases the variability of the mesoscale circulation in downstream regions of the Agulhas 
Current system and that it also affects the dynamics of the circulation to the south of 
Madagascar. Thus it raises some other pertinent questions such as: Why is the MS of SSH 
shifted to the west when the Madagascar Ridge is absent? And why is there an increase of the 
variability at downstream regions? 
As it is already known from the available literature, hydrographic data and satellite 
observations have to date indicated that the nature of the flow to the south of the Madagascar is 
characterized by eddy shedding events due to the separation of the southern branch of the EMC 
from the continental shelf, generating a retroflection of the EMC, and due to the interaction 
between deep jet currents and Rossby waves from the East Indian Ocean with the topography 
of the Madagascar Ridge [Schouten et aI., 2003]. 
Thus for the first question we may hypothesise that the large field of SSH variability to the east 
of the Madagascar Ridge in the reference simulation is a result of the combined effect of the 
separation of the EMC from the continental shelf and the interaction between currents from the 
east and Rossby wave features with the Madagascar Ridge which generates local eddies, as 
some studies already suggest. 
Thus, the Madagascar Ridge may trap mesoscale circulation features at its eastside, delaying 
their propagation westward. In contrast, when the Madagascar Ridge is removed, such 
mesoscale features may be generated simply as a result of the separation of the EMC from the 
continental shelf, but not from the interaction between deep jets with the Madagascar Ridge. 
For the second question we may explain the higher variability at downstream regions as a result 
of the absence of the Madagascar Ridge which opens up a free gate for the incoming flow, from 
the South and East Indian Ocean, allowing a considerable amount of water to have a direct link 
into the region of the Agulhas Current system. The mesoscale circulating features may cross 
faster to the west, reaching the African coast. Here eddies interact with the Mozambique Ridge, 
increasing also the variability [Figure 5.1.6]. 
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5.2 The pathways of eddies through the Mozambique Ridge 
To approach the second research question one has to track the pathways of propagation of 
eddies in the region. This is not the first time that eddies in the Mozambique Channel and South 
of Madagascar have been tracked. Altimetry studies [De Ruijter et aI., 2004] as well as 
hydrographic measurements [Schouten et aI., 2003] and modelling studies [Quartly and 
Srokosz, 2004] have shown that cyclonic eddies propagate in a southward direction and anti-
cyclonic eddies are predominantly propagating in a south-westwards direction. 
Here we concentrate on establishing whether eddies formed in both the Mozambique Channel 
and south of Madagascar move through the gaps or fractures of the Mozambique Ridge [Figure 
2.2]. Such information is important to understand better the role of mesoscale eddies on the 
path and behaviour of the Agulhas Current, such as its temporary absence from the shelf slope 
by the formation of a Natal Pulse. Occasionally a Natal Pulse is triggered [Schouten et aI., 
2002a] by the interaction of anti-cyclonic eddies from both the Mozambique Channel and 
cyclonic and anti-cyclonic eddies from south of Madagascar with the Agulhas Current. This 
happens only at the Natal Bight. Different pathways of propagation of these eddies through the 
fractures of the Mozambique Ridge may lead to different points of interaction between such 
eddies and the Agulhas Current and thus triggering of a Natal Pulse or not. Therefore to 
establish whether these eddies have such preferred routes three fractures were identified and 
termed gate-A, gate-B, and gate-C [Figure 4.3.3]. Sixty eddies over a period of ten years were 
tracked by altimetry. From this collection, twenty anti-cyclonic eddies [red dots] moved the full 
length of the Mozambique Channel; twenty cyclonic [blue dots] and twenty anti-cyclonic 
eddies [red dots] moved westward from south of Madagascar [Figure 5.2]. 
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Fractures I, Cyclonic eddies Anti-cyclonic eddies 
Gate - A 2 
Gate - B 4 5 
II 
Gate-C~ 1 4 
Table 5.2 - Summary of the altimetrically identified eddies which went through the fractures of the 
Mozambique Ridge. The position of the gates can be observed in Figure 4.3.3 and Table 4.3 
The results of this investigation suggest that anti-cyclonic eddies are more resistant to possible 
bathymetric interaction than cyclonic eddies. They also have a higher tendency of moving 
through the gates of the Mozambique Ridge; especially through gate-A, the northernmost 
fracture of the ridge. Such a tendency could possibly be related to conservation of the angular 
momentum. 
The track of the cyclonic eddies are more south-westward oriented than those of anti-cyclonic 
eddies. By the conservation of angular momentum on their clockwise rotation, during the 
course of propagation, these eddies drift to follow through gate-B of the ridge. 
Another way to look at the dynamics of the eddy variability is to look at changes in their 
expression of EKE. We also investigated how such variability might be related to the 
topographic features of the sea floor bathymetry. 
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Figure ' .3.1.2 - Tm,' of anti-cyd,.,i,' cd<iy~ 11", r.J line reprc<cnt< tl10 pat h","" and t he hi"," line, are 
t il< "'''llym<1rio OOn'OUf' in I [)(:(l m in,""'al, 
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Figure '.3.1.2.1 - The "pper pa'1<1 '''''''''< tile ',",ngo' of ,"a surfa, . l"'gllt [re,1 lill' ] wirh th. 
bathymctr ... [hIue line] and the "'"or p"nel 'M"~ 'he ''''ng< of tr., eddy kin'''o ''''''J'~V with lb" 
r h" allli-cydom, ,ckly4 was jirst identifi ed in th e central par< "f th e M"zambique Channel 0" 










the j\lozambiqll~ Channel mo\'ed southward It' lo [hi; Agulh", Curr~nt n:gioo "11<1 di;sipmed on 
f; Augu>l lq93 in ilic I\"wl V,,]ky lFigur~ 5.3.1.2.2J 
Tho:: ,,~,urbc~ 1>"i011 lSSHJ of ami-cyclonic edd~4 ;, higber over tho d~q'''''l P"'t, of Ih" 
bmhymell)' Jnd 10W",1 o\'er !h~ IKJrlhc",mMl part of Ih" lOp<1~'T~phy to the north llWS j. The 
fuliln:nu y,,,,~li,,n of the SSH indicates a southward, iocrea.,e ,hal "~""" in;' cr.,dy rdated 1<1 
the oottom !Ol"'graphy_ The high<:s l p""k of til<: eddy kinetic ene'gy [EKE] i, oh,er.ed 10 the 
north r24 'SJ than in it., somh pan. Irs full trend inJica,,,, a profile Ih,,[ ,,,ellS ulUol1t~d to Uk" 
I>ffiwm lopoW"phy Wigu," ,.3,1.2. I J, 
Kext we prc,~nllh" v~ri"li"n of the eddy linetic enorgy ottlle ami-cyclonic ~ddi~s whioh w", 
""rr~spon dod l~a31 to lh. hJIhymetry during the cour.,,, ofpr"p"g~non, coming hom the region 
'00111 ofMadag"s"m. 
5.3.2 EKE of anti-cyclonic eddies In the south of Madagascar 
Figur< S.> .!. I Tr,,,k 01 o",i-oyciulllc loJd,,5. The r<d lin< r<pr«<llts 11", pa<hway and 'he black 1m", me 
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Figure 5.3.2.2 Th. uPP<' panel show, the "arimi"" u(,llo ,e' 'LL<lace height prulile ired line], and 
low", pOlloi show, <1>< \1lriatiO<l u[,he coo)' ~I1IC"C cnl7g.v pwlile Ired line J, with lb< bothymc1Ti, profi l' 
Ibloc line I (.>fl bulh panel, uunng the cour>< of pmpag",io" of ""'i-cyclol);c eMy5. 
Th~ anll·~y"lolll" ~ckl y5 was first identified to the east Llf the Madaga,car Ridge on :>2 .I une 
1994 and remained Intact fLl,. about 13 m"nl l\<. The oJ,ly "ros;,~d tn.: :Vb<Jaga,c", Ridge and the 
parallel 28'S m a ,outn-wc'tw"rds dll-eCtiOO and then mO\ed wemv.ard, alL>rlg lhe ful l wiJth of 
tn. Moz"mbique Ba,in, amI pas.",J thmug h gale_A. A r,~r paS'In!, lhe I'at~ 11 lS <Ii"ipated III the 
Nata l Val ley [FIgure 5.].2.1J on 27 July 19'95. The \ariati,,,, of it' _,ea ,urface hoigh! [SSH] and 
eddy ki netic energy [EKE] with lhi; bOltom torx'b'l"ap hy during tne propagation is <hown in tho 
FIgure ' .3 .~.1. 
Th<o SSH of "nh-cyclonic eddy5 was highest ovor lr,., 'v!Ll/.amh'4uc Ridge up to 30· ;;. Hlgner 
values of SS!! are also Lll,,,,,,ed o,·"r tne Madagascar Ridge "t "!:>out 4,·E and in the 
Mwamhiguc B""iD at 40 ·l! [Figure 5.3.2.2J. TIle I Llw~st value of SSH " L>b""n·cd far lLlth<o 
west 34"E. The full trend .,ugg", L, an m~rea,ing profile that ,"Cllls umelated to 'he prome of 
tho bathymotry. The l!KE of the eddy is high~st where tho SSH i< lowo.,t an,1 a higher valuc i, 
obsm·ed to {he east of {)'" MaJaga,car fI. idge ocl"eon 48-50·;; [Figure5.).2.2 J. The fiLl! treml 
oft!;;, EKE <how, a acc", .. ", that ,eem, iDvC ' sdy rdated to {he bonom topography just to the 
~ast Llf 4:>T. 










Fig"''' ),3,2,3 _ Trxk of 'nd-oydo" io enny" Til< red line 'C~'C'C"" the pathway .nd ,he block line, '''' 
,h, oalh)'Il1etric OonloolS Ln I UOO m j"'''''''·,I, 
::=::;;]",. - ", -
Figll'c j 3.2.4 - The lIpper pan,,1 ,how, lh< variat"''' of th< s<a ,urfao, h' ight profile ,led li""l, .nd Ih. 
lu"", ]1"nd ,how. th, "Mialio<) of ,tl< eddy kUldIC on"n profil ' [ren li n< I, with the oath),~etri, pm!il, 










The anti,cyclonic oddy(1 was ObSCTV,d to th<: ,outh-""st ",;,Ie of .\1a<laga,ear, in the il,.bd..,ga.<C:if 
Ea.,in around 5~ ' E on 23 "ov~mlx" I '194 ~l1d was nid:J\l for aboul 8 month" fbi, eddy 
~To"cd l~ M"''''gascar Ridge and parallel 28 ' S in a ,outh-westward dirccriotl cros,j"K lhe 
.\fozambiquc fi .. ,in and p,,";ng through lh~ gate-.\ inlh<; Moz"mblqlLc Ridg:~_ It dissipated at 
lh" 2000 III isobal!l,;around 30' S in the Natal Valley on 12 July 1995 [Figure 5.3.2.3]_ 
The .'an~lion Oflhc sea surface hcight [SSHJ (re<I line on tt" upre' rand) J tld eddy kin<;lic 
energy lEKEJ (red liM on the lower p:illcl) or~" lj-c}'c lonlc ,<Idyll wilh!he bottom topography 
arc ,huwn above [bgurc 5.3.2.4J. The SSI! i, highest around -'WE. Jc, profllc is low", OVCT 
both til< .\1adagasca[' and the MMarJl"i~llC Rldge,_ The full m:lKi Yari"lion ,ugg~sl' a 
wc"",anl, Jccrc"smg: profile that ,eem, in\'ersely r~latcd to the halhymelry 
Tho:: ~Kb " ~oru;idc,"bly low. exc~pt ro the far west J4 ' F where ~ pe~k ha.' hem observe,l 
[Figw-e 5.3.2.41. E\'en ,hough Ie, fulllrcnJ SllggcslS" wcstw"rd, decre",ing rrotil. that ,eem, 
unrclalcd to the bottom topography. 
" TIO.O __ ~'~ 
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Figuro .1.3.2..1 - Tr"ck O[OI,II-cydmic eocy7 11", m; lI"e rerre,ellt, lire parh\\-"y ill"" lbe bl""k line> "". 


















Figure _1_3_2.~ T'l. llrror rand ,:,~'" the ,'ar,mio" ~f ,:.., soa ""faco j",,~j~ prom. [rod 1,,"'1 and Lhe 
low<, ra",,1 ,:,~"s the .. anaT1O" of the edd)' lcin.uc c"ern pro ilk rcd luo" I, "itil ,be b" lh,.mctIlc prollk 
rOl n. Ii"" I 00 bcth pOlLei> <lufmg the coo,><: ur propagatiun or ",,"-cyclunic c<lily7 
The anli'cydoTl)c eddy 7 "'us first idcnllfi,-J over 11K l\)"J"g",,"r Ridge. wuth of p"n,]kl 2~ · S 
on 10 May 1995 and cuntinued Ic.r about II montl,-,- O,-cr the ridge the eddy moved ,oulh-
v.c.'l,,-ard, and il ern""d the Y!ozmllhi4uc Il",in morc ilkdy to a nonh-westw",ds JX",ing 
through g<l1c-A of the Mozambiqu~ Ridge. Sub,equently th~ eddy moved ",-,mh-""<t"al'ds and 
it dissipaled to (he Ca,\ "f(ho Agulhas Rank rFiglLre 5.).2.61 on 20 :'larch 1~6. The directIOn 
of p[()p"gatioll of the "nli-cyclonic eddy7 cbanged considerably hom a wemval'd tn snuth-
we.'l"an.i aflcr P'''SlDg: tbe Mo£ambi'luc Ridge [Figure 5.3.2.5J. SlLch cbange s~cm' to b-e 
rdat~d to the effecls of th e bathymetry. 
The sea surface height [SSH] nf anti-cyclonic eddy' wa, highc';;L O\'C'r the 'vrad,'gaSCJr Rldge 
45T, :UKl decreased "'C.'t" "rd, "' il moved downstte"m into the Agulh", CmHDt r~gion, with" 
prof]le that se~ms to be in\'ersely I'elaled tn the h<,nnm tnpngraphy The eddy 'metic CTK'rgy 
[EKEl decrca<cd w,,(w,nd, Ii'om 45 ' £ to the ,'a,t of 35"E. Alief p<1s<ing 35'£ the EKE 










figur< .13.2.' Teo,k ofonlj-cyolonic , rid,'), lh red line ropre,ents the ~"tb.\,'"y and tho Nook line, 0'" 
<1>< b",hy",etfLc <owo"" in 11):)(1 mInt"""!; 
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figu,. •. 1 3.2.8 - n." "PI"-7 rood ,how, the .. ,rullun ul the ,ca ,"rbc" height l,ed line] ""d the lower 
~'j,d , llOW, the ,·.riali"" uj' Ihe edd)' kin,~ic energy lfed line] wiLh the hoo:h},n<1ri< rmfilo ~11\JC lill<],., 











I h, "nlO-cydon1c edd:>9 wa, identified fOr S()u,h-~ast of Madog",,,,,,. in tm, deepest pan of the 
\ladaga,car Basin, On Ll S"Pt,mlx:,- 1~~5 and co"ld b. follow.d for abou, 1~.5 ""'nlh,. Th, 
,ckiy cro,,,xI {m, Madaga",,,, Ridg~ no"h or 2WS in a nor1 h-wcolw"rd direction. Afi~r crossitlg 
,he ridge il m,l' ,d 'OUI h-w<;,twards. p""ing through lhe gate-A or Ill<: \\0,"mh'4'" Ridge. and 
w,lli out oftb. domain of ;;1u<ly. Iwst of 20T [I'll''''' 5.3.1.71 on26 March I ~97. 
The o<a 'Uli'ace height [SSlll of anti-cydo",c ,dd:>9 W", lowest over ,h~ ~Jadagascar Ridg<; 
hem'e~n 45 - 4~ · r. and h,ghe,t far west to :>5 E. from the Ihlinl wh,r, {he ,ckiy was IIrst 
idenlltled around 53T, it m'lV~d w\lh i" SSH inver,ely rdated to the bathy"""ry until 3ST. 
After lhm the vlfri",ion of the SSlI sec"",d relmed to the bmwm lopugraphy. ,xcep{ around 
2{j"E. Th. eddy kin~,ic ~n~rgy [E K Ell> high'" over both the ~!adaga.",ar and the 'vl","mbi4'" 
Ridge. th e pro fik is likely lOb<: related to the IXlllmn tOlhlgrophy [,'ig"'-, 5,3,2,8], 
l'igur<' 5.3.2.9 Track of allu-cydO<lio .~J;' 16 Th,' rcd line roprese"ts th. p"h",y ""~ the bl.ck 1m", 
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Figure 5.3.2.lD - lh. upp<r ponej ,hows tht '."ri~tion 01 the ,ea 'UITaCO height [roo lineJ and th,- lu",-r 
prmd ,huw, Lhe v""alwn ufd", <>:1dy km",io ene®, I"'~ li""l wi,h ,he b~th},~"'ric pmtile [:oluc line] on 
both p"L1<I, during the COllr>" or pwpag.liun ul" """-l'yd""ic ,-Jd)' 16. 
Anti·cycloID" 0<ldyl6 was fir" ;,!entitled SUUIlHa.'l uf Madaga'c"" in lhe M"dag."car Ila,in_ 
,,,. 2h August l~n and remained e\'ident for about a year. The eddy crossed the "ladaga,car 
Rl<lge at abo", U ' S in " wC>-lw,,,d direClion "nd TT>J "cd "long ,he full ",idlh of lhe 
\i,)zambiqM Basin in a ",mh-westward dir.diall_ This eckly 1"",.<1 Ihruugh g"k-A or Ihe 
\Iozambiquc Ridge aIKI d""pp""rc<i un I I Augu,1 1 949 in lhe NaLal Vall"y [F igure 5 __ 1.2.9] 
The sea surf"". b.igb! [SSHl ofanti-cydunic cJ<lyl~ "'"-' highc" 111 the MMambi'lue Basin 
belween 4() - 4, ' 10 and il< p'\)~le <eem, roughly i",,,r,ely r~laled w t~ bottom tollOgt"aphy. 
The eduy kinetic energy [EKEJ increased westwards tu 42<10, ",,,,I "Ocr th is puim Ll decrea,ed 
reaohing lowest ,"lue, ove r the Mozalllb iqlL~ Ridge [34 -3H EJ. Atier passing: 34"E, iI' , EKE 
has increased 'apidly. The tr~'Tld ufthe E K~ ,,",em' lUt"-lly lLmeialed '" thc b"lh}"",,,y [f'igure 










5.3.3 EKE of cyclonic eddies south of Madagascar 
.J 
,.J 
Figu,e 5.3.3. I - T ,ock of eyel""ie edd"S. Tile hlue" line ',,)'''"''"1< tho p"hway alld tho hlack lill o, aT< <h< 
hathym<IJ'c 'oo<our< in I ();)() m internl , 
"




hgu,~ ~ ,3,J,2 - The upper pan.1 ,how. Lhe \'a~a'ion of d" ,ea ,uri"" hcigl" [rcd Ii",,] ami ~,c 1",,'« 
1"1",1 ,bu",. Ihe "a""ion oflhc eddy ki '>c,ie '"«gy profile [rod Ii , .. ]. with <I", h,,11YllIWj, pro:; l< [bl"" 










Cyclonic eddy5 was ftf'l ,ct,",i",,] '" the c~,t "r \b<bga:;.car, OCtv.\;Clltil<: )"ladoga",,", Ill";" 
j ~"J ""J \lu<Jritiuo, at Obolll 52 'E 011(1 22 -S lFiglL'" 5.3.3 IJ. on 6 ()clOher 1993 The eddy al 
first lll<lHd southward, . I"ng lh, ~I)()(I III j""b"ths paralkl to tll<: cast coast of Madagascar_ and 
on ""aching 28"S o\er lh. Ma<iagascar Ridge the eddy changcd lIS dir~,·tion, lIDVlllg 
we;lw.rds . Afier ~'r""jng the Madag"scar Ridge it mav"i south-westwards alld p."ed lhrnugh 
gate-B of the Mozambique Ridge_ and dj"i~aled in the "alai Vtilley ,,-ollnd 32 ' S an;l3~T. 
rhc ,ca ollff"c, height lSSI!] of cycl"nic _ddy5 "a, high~Sl "vcr thc \ ladagaocar Ridge and 
)""eSl mer 1]).; M!Va"'bi'lu~ Ri<igc. The full m;lId of the SSll show, a d'~'r,asi"g "oulh_ 
we,lward promc that seems related to the bath)mel'y. I" cxJdy kin~tJC ~ncrgy [EKEJ ""till 
I n""",I} relaled 10 Ib~ oottom topo);TIlphy lFigure 5.3.3.2]. The full trend nf the F K r: ,hn"" all 
ull,k", patlem of variability 
h gur" 5.3.3.3 - Tra,k of eydoll " cddy7, l 'hc hille ],I" rep,",""" lhepalhw. y . nd th~ black ljne, arc the 
DathymL1:ri, cootOOI< ill 1 (1)(1 m intcr>'ak 










, .• ,,' .• 'C. "00",," "", .. on tho ' '''" .... , '' to tho ", . t. ",ho "",..-.-...0 .• e", ooo' . ·, _ooc" 
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Figu,e 5.3.3 .4 - The uJ>Iler panel <how, tho Yaria[;"" of Ill< ,., surf". hoi~ht :'ed lm"i and ,he io",,,, 
po",,1 ,oow, the "Of;"i"" of Ii", eddy kin.,ie ene,gy l,ed 1m" J with the bathymetric protile [hlu, lin< 1 <)t1 
bolh po""J, dunng [he cou'''' of p'O[ll£alion of '}~ looie eM\,7. 
Cydonic eddy7 was idcntii1cd [0 the ;;outh-e""l of the \ladag",ear on UJ Dc""mt>or 1\1\13 "",I 
'emait\ed ",·idem in th" "llimetri" sign"1 for about 7.5 months. The eduy tllOyed <outh-
wes(W"rds p""ing through gale-Il or the MMilmbi4ue Rldg" , a",1 dj"ip"",d In th" l\at"l 
Valley rFigure 53.331 on 15 June 1994. 
The s.ca <urface height rSSHl of oycloni" elidy7 was higbesl owr the ;;hallowcr pan, of lhe 
halhym<.t,y, the Madaga,,'ar 144 - 48 E] and the \lozambi4ue Ridge, r35 - n 'El, whLoh 
thudore seem, directly rci"led to the ootlOm topo);!"Jphy. The full trond proille of the SSII is 
11<" cie",". It, "ddy kmetic enorgy [EKE] became lowe, durit\ g 'he rull eo""" or prop"gailOll 










Figurc 5.3.3.5 - Tm", of cyclonic eddyl 0 Tho blue linc rcpTc,,"'" tho J"ithway ond the bl"", line, "'0 
the bathym.trio con<ou,," in 1000 m int. rnl, 
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l'-igllT •. 1..1.3,6 - The \lppt~ panel . h()w, ,he ,-am,iun ui" lh< . en , uri;':" hel~hl lreJ Im<J and lhe lo",~ 
panel ,bu", 'h" vnrinlic>n ui" 'h" <Jd)' kLnC~1C oncrg,· :rod line J with ti>c bathymotric profik Ibl ue linoJ on 
ootl> pa""l. d\lrin~ ,h. coot>< ui" prop,,~alwn oj" cyel""ic tillyl O. 
Cyclollic eddy 10 wa, idcnti ried '0 the ><,,,,h.,,,,<! of )'l"d"g""'"" in the ybdaga,"", R"in at 
aix,,!( .:IZ"E"OO 24 "S on 23 A"gust 1995, and could be ident il,ed for aoom ~ montbs. The 










\1adaga"ar and the \lozambique Ridge,_ and di"ipated in 11k: Natal Valley on 15 May 19%. 
The pathway ha' a we"wa,d direclion ,we, the Madagascar Kidge and a >oulh·"'''''''''HI 
dir""tion (}Ver th" M",bgJ,"Jr Ridge I Figure 5,3,3 .5 J, The ,ea ,wi'ace height [SSIlJ of cycl()nic 
eddylO ,",,.-; highe>;;t Mer lh~ \bdaga,,-ar Ridge r4~ - ~O ' I -,l and rJr "'e" l() 30 ' E In the "mol 
v"lky, ille full trend of SSH vorimioll <iecreased wes<wards to about 37 ' E over the e"'tern 
sl()I'" of the M,vamhi4ue Ridge, Arl"r thi, point an in,-",,,,," in the SSH is ob"''''"d up to tli<; 
"1,,1 of 111" prutile, The eddy kinOlic energy ha, a lower ,ariati()n and ,eems unr~lal~d to the 
bottom topography_ and i" pror,l~ reialiw lO the Jncrea,;ng arxl d",T"Jsing t",nd i, undcor 
Fi1'llTe 5 .. U.7 Ttolck of cyclonIC tcd}' 11 , rtl< blllt 1m;: rep"''''n'' lh<: pathwa), .,'" the black line, are 
tho hath},""tri, C<)<11<O<LT< in I f)O(l m i[]t",,,al>. 
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Figuro 5,3,3,8 - upr><r i''Inei ; I~)w, til< "analloo o;-thc «. ,uri,,," h<ight ,rod lill ol ,rod tll O low", pant l 
shows the "o"o!lo1\ o~- ti", eudy kiTlC~ic cn"-gy Ired Ii ,,,, I with tho hathy"",tri, profile rt>lu" HI'" 1 01\ bOli> 
pands uLLnn~ the mIme of rr"pa~atiOll of c)" loni, .dd), 11, 
('ydonic ,d,!y I I was tim "I.milled to the sourn-ea" of )'l.naWlscar, in Lh, Madagascar l:lasln 
0" 6 '-1m-ember I '1%_ The path,,"y ,huws th"t tl>.; ~ddy lllowd in a south-w"mw-d diroct; ,)n, 
cro"ing but h lh<: Madagascar and the )'Iozamhique Ridg~,_ O",r lh, MJ(iJg"scar Ridg, it 
crossed so\Kh of 2WS in a ",",lInrd di,"ction, and o,er tb. Mozambique Ridge it pa"ed 
through gaLo-B and rinally dis"l,",cd in the Natal Valley to ll'" ,,)uth _lI, S and to lh<: "0,1 32< 
jFigure 5 __ U_7j_ 
I'he sea surface heigh, of cycl ,)nic o,klyll was hlgl>.;" ov<:r bu1h the Mozambique and the 
)'fadaWl,car Ridges. "nd th<: lowest SSll was observed ,)\'~r ,),., deop",! par[< ur th, baLh)<m"f; 
in the Mozambique B .. ,in J-l7 - 43-1<:1- '1'1>.; "anatiun of the SSIl seem, directly related '" th~ 
00110111 topography rhgur~ 5_3.3 ,g j. The eddy kinetic energy j c. KF l "r cyclunic ,ddy II is wry 
low a"pt at small pea\:., ohse,,~,! bet"e~n 4S and .'O·E and fJr west to 32T. l'evertl",le.<s, 
the filiI trend of EKE <ho,,·, a w"",ward decrea,e that see m, lUlrelated '" the bottom 










The influence of ocean ridges on the circulation to the south of the Mozambique Channel and Madagascar 
The Agulhas Current interacts with several mesoscale features. As described before such an 
interaction occasionally induces the growth of a Natal Pulse, and thus generates instability in 
the trajectory of the Agulhas Current. The fourth key research question of this project is: how 
does the movement of eddies affect the stability of the Agulhas Current? This was investigated 
and the results are presented and discussed in section 5.4. 
5.4 The influence of eddies on the Agulhas Current 
To address the above topic with the ROMS we have produced a consecutive series of simulated 
snap-shots of the sea surface temperature [SST] near the south-eastern region of the African 
continent; vertical sections of meridional velocities as well as meridional sections of total 
vorticity and temperature at 33 oS across the Agulhas Current. This has been done to trace the 
influence of eddies which interact and impact the stability of the Agulhas Current, in order to 
investigate the physical mechanisms responsible for such an instability of the current. 
A thorough investigation of 882 snap-shots for the eight years of simulation of the sea surface 
temperature [SST] has shown several cases in which the path of the Agulhas Current has been 
largely perturbed. In a few cases, such a perturbation led to the growth of a mesoscale feature 
inshore of the Agulhas Current [Figures 5.4.1 - 5.4.3] known as a Natal Pulse [Lutjeharms and 
Roberts, 1988]. 
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The Influence of ocean ridges on the CIrculation to the south of the Mozambique Channel and Madagascar 
The figures presented above [Figure 5.4.1 - Figure 5.4.12] are snapshots and have been 
selected as the most representatives of the physical mechanisms that lead to the formation of 
mesoscale Natal Pulses. 
Observations of the sea surface temperature [SST] images [Figure 5.4.1 - Figure 5.4.3] show 
the path of the Agulhas Current along the shelf of south-eastern Africa as a continuous red 
[warm] strip. The red warm circular features portray anti-cyclonic eddies. Most of these eddies 
seems to become attached to the eastern edge of the current [vide Schouten et al., 2002a], 
suggesting that the interaction between anti-cyclonic eddies and the Agulhas Current takes 
place quite often, and as such is a characteristic feature of the hydrodynamic processes of the 
Agulhas Current system. 
Such interaction is observed on the simulated moving images of the SST [not shown in this 
text], and is also confirmed by hydrographic data as well as altimetric observations, and they 
suggest that these eddies mostly come from upstream regions of the Agulhas Current, namely 
the Mozambique Channel [Schouten et al., 2002a] and south of Madagascar. 
Agulhas rings have been observed in SST images as being spawned at the Agulhas Current 
retroflection [Lutjeharms and van Ballegooyen, 1988]. The occlusion of such rings has been 
shown [van Leeuwen et al.,2000] to be due to the downstream passage of a Natal Pulse, 
triggered by the adsorption of offshore eddies onto the Agulhas Current. 
The vertical sections of meridional velocities [Figure 5.4.4 - Figure 5.4.6] have been taken 
across the core of the Agulhas Current at about 33°S. These sections portray the flow of the 
Agulhas Current along the continental slope [Figure 5.4.4 - 2 January] identified by negative 
values, portraying a poleward flow. On the eastern edge of the current positive values may be 
observed representing an equatorward propagation, which portray the presence of anti-cyclonic 
eddies. The intensity of these eddies varies from 0.1 - 1 ms·] the highest intensities being 
observed on 26-29 January [Figure 5.4.4]. 
The path of the northern Agulhas Current is very stable [Schouten et al., 2002a]. In the sections 
presented above [Figures 5.4.4 - 5.4.6] such a stable regime can be perceived by the structure 
of the isolines of velocities which set up the meridional velocity field, integrated over the full 
depth of the water column. 
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The velocity field of the core of the Agulhas Current is located on the continental slope for 
most of the time [Figure 5.4.4]. Nevertheless a few cases have been observed where there is a 
perturbation of this pattern, with a shift of the current from an inshore to an offshore location 
[Figure 5.4.5]. Thus when such is the case the current becomes marginally stable especially 
where the bathymetric slope is shallower as suggested by Schouten et al. [2002a]. The 
perturbation observed on the flow in these images seems related to an offshore movement of 
the Agulhas Current, from the continental shelf to well east of the shelf slope. The core of the 
current on these occasions was shifted eastward by almost IOE. 
Observations of the sea surface temperature [SSTJ images on the same days [Figure 5.4.1 - 23 
January and Figure 5.4.2 - 5-14, 29 FebruaryJ, show that days in which the Agulhas Current 
was displaced were coincident with the presence of an anti-cyclonic eddy on the eastern edge 
of the current, exactly at or near 33°S. 
These intense anti-cyclonic eddies have been held responsible for the occasional offshore 
movement of the Agulhas Current [Lutjeharms and Roberts, 1988]. The results presented here 
confirm such a possibility because such a matching also coincide with a surface cooling on the 
expression of the SST at the inshore sector of the current, similar to the growing of a Natal 
Pulse - a cyclonic meander of the Agulhas Current [Lutjeharms and Robert, 1988]. 
Furthermore, the meridional sections of the currents [Figure 5.4.4 - Figure 5.4.6J show that the 
intensification of the Agulhas Current is observed when the interacting eddies on the eastern 
edge of the current also increases its intensity [De Ruijter et aI., 1999]. Hydrographic studies as 
well as model simulations such as the one used by A. Biastoch, have shown that when strong 
eddies interact with the Agulhas Current at the Natal Bight region, then the current is 
intensified and a Natal Pulse is formed. 
The Natal Pulse identified in our simulation was triggered on 23 January and became evident 
three days later on 26 January [Figure 5.4.1J and lasted to 23 February [Figure 5.4.2]. After this 
day we couldn't trace the Pulse because it had lost its surface expression. Possibly the Pulse 
was mixed in the surrounding flow. The presence of this Natal Pulse is also supported by the 
vertical sections of temperature [Figure 5.4.11 - 8-29 February J which shows an up-lifting of 
the isotherms on the slope of the continental shelf as a response of the presence of an intense 
anti-cyclonic eddy on to the east of the current. This eddy pushed the isotherms downwards. To 
balance the volume relatively cold deep waters moved towards the surface layers - typical 
situation related to the presence of a Natal Pulse. 
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Vertical sections of the total vorticity have also been investigated for the three months of the 
simulation. These are presented in Figures 5.4.7 - 5.4.9. For the period of occurrence of the 
observed Pulse, it is clearly perceived that positive isolines with high values developed over the 
bathymetric slope, indicating a strong deformation which seems related to the observed 
perturbation of the Agulhas Current. To the east strong negative values are observed portraying 
the rotation of the flow, typical for an anti-cyclonic eddy. These features became more intense 
[Figure 5.4.8 - 17-23 February] as the Pulse was growing. The isolines of the Okubo-Weiss 
parameter are very deep, extending to the full depth of the Agulhas Current, suggesting that 
barotropic instability has been generated on the current due to the interaction with the anti-
cyclonic eddies as previous studies also have indicated [De Ruijter et al., 1999]. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 
In this study we have surveyed the published information about the ocean circulation in the 
South-West Indian Ocean. Thus we have found an array of pertinent issues which needed to be 
addressed in order to increase our understanding of the hydrodynamic processes of the 
mesoscale circulation in the Mozambique Channel and the region south of the Madagascar. 
Therefore from such an array of questions, we have formulated four research questions to 
address. 
In this regard attention was gIven to the role of the sea floor topography on the ocean 
circulation in the South-West Indian Ocean. So then, the first key research question of the study 
was: How does the bathymetry, especially the shallow Madagascar Ridge influence the 
mesoscale circulation in the region? 
According to our methodological approach based on the model simulations, we have found that 
by removing the Madagascar Ridge from the system, a higher inflow from the East Madagascar 
Current and from the South-East Indian Ocean seems to propagate into the Agulhas Current 
region. Such higher inflow in tum increases the variability in the Agulhas Current, as well as an 
overall strength of the current. 
Once they have crossed the Madagascar Ridge, the eddies during the course of their 
propagation from the south of Madagascar into the vicinity of the Agulhas Current, may 
undergo a topographic interaction with the Mozambique Ridge. The Mozambique Ridge is a 
topographic structure with three major fractures, which allows a deep exchange of water 
between the Mozambique Basin and the Natal Valley. Thus the second research question raised 
was: Do these eddies have preferred routes of propagation through the fracture zones 
transecting the Mozambique Ridge? 
We have tracked 20 cyclonic and 20 anti-cyclonic eddies coming from the south of 
Madagascar, and 20 anti-cyclonic eddies from the Mozambique Channel. Not a single one from 
the Mozambique Channel passed through the gateways of the ridge. Eddies from the south of 
Madagascar show that the anti-cyclonic ones have a preferred route of propagation through the 
fractures of the Mozambique Ridge, preferentially passing through the northernmost 
bathymetric gap. The case for cyclonic eddies was inconclusive [Table 5.2]. 
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Nevertheless, our investigation was limited, based on just 20 cyclonic eddies. Therefore a 
larger quantity might be required in order that a conclusive result may be achieved. 
The third objective of the study was based on the question: How do the eddy kinetic energy 
[EKE] change during the course of eddy propagation. In this regard the performed correlation 
of both the sea surface height [SSH] and [EKE] relative to the depth of the sea floor 
topography, at each position occupied by the eddies, have shown that in the Mozambique 
Channel the trend of EKE may vary. It can increase or decrease. South of Madagascar, both the 
cyclonic and the anti-cyclonic eddies have shown a decreasing trend of the EKE moving into 
the Agulhas Current region. Although the cyclonic profiles were extremely low in kinetic 
energy, a decreasing trend could still be traced. Eddies crossing the Mozambique Ridge have 
been observed to propagate onto the edge of the Agulhas Current, interacting and influencing 
the behaviour and path of the current. From this the fourth research question was formulated: 
How do eddies affect the stability of the Agulhas Current? 
Investigations of the sea surface temperature [SST]; vertical sections of the temperature; 
sections of meridional currents and Okubo-Weiss parameter, across the Agulhas Current at 
about 33'S, have shown that, due to the interaction between anti-cyclonic eddies from the 
upstream regions of the Mozambique Channel and south of Madagascar with the Agulhas 
Current, at the Natal Bight, the current becomes susceptible to a barotropic instability which 
leads to the formation of a Natal Pulse. 
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7 RECOMMENDATIONS 
Though the findings of the present study have given answer to the key questions aimed to be 
addressed, however a lot of unknown issues were found, and such need to be addressed as a 
future research work. Through the results of the model simulation we ask: 
• Are the eddies passing through the Mozambique Channel so variable that they do not 
affect the calculation of the mean state? 
• What would be the volume transport of the flow in the South of Madagscar, when there 
is no Madagscar Ridge? And what other physical mechanisms have influenced the 
strong recirculation in the Agulhas Current system in such case? 
• In what cases the eddies preserve their energy when passing through the ridges with 
reduced velocities to preserve their potential vorticity, and where energy is gained 
possibly through instability processes? 
Though these questions are based on the idealized simulation, a closer look at these is 
important to understand the hydrodynamics of the system. The questions require an answer if 
the role of Madagascar Ridge on the regional mesoscale circulation is to be fully understood. A 
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Annexs: 
This chapter provides further information about the influence of eddies on the 
path of the Agulhas Current, at the South African east coast, during the months 
of January, February and March, of the model year 3. The images correspond 
to horizontal and vertical sections of salinity. You may find more informative if 
you compare this images with the sequence of images on chapter 5, of this thesis, 
pages 69-80. 
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